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Davisware partners with survey industry leader
WEST DUNDEE, IL (April 5, 2016) – Davisware is pleased to announce our GlobalEdge (GE) software
solution is now fully-integrated with SurveySquare, the leader in the survey industry since 2004.
SurveySquare is a subscription-based, online survey application, enabling its users to collect meaningful,
quantifiable and actionable data. Using ActionTracker™ technology, SurveySquare is able to analyze
employee and customer feedback to create sustainable answers for tomorrow.
The nature of this integration allows current and all future GE users the platform to measure customer
satisfaction in real time. It also provides the optimum solution to leverage sales lead opportunities,
design custom training programs for internal needs, plus the ability to generate positive reviews via
social media channels. All of these features will apply to our S2K Vision solution following product
integration in the near future.
Davisware is enthusiastic about this integration and excited to partner with SurveySquare to offer such a
collaborative and value added service. We are confident our customers will also find a trusted partner
in SurveySquare, ensuring significant value for their investment today and in the future.
To find out how SurveySquare can enhance your employee and customer experience, please click here
or contact Owner/Founder, Jay Farr, at 913.712.9882.
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About Davisware, Inc.
Davisware, Inc. was founded in 1988 by Dan and Jennifer Davis. Since inception, Davisware has employed a service-first
approach and upheld its mission to offer comprehensive, all-inclusive technology products serving our users’ unique
business needs. By closely working with our U.S. and Canada customers, as well as partnering with the best technology
providers, we offer technology solutions critical to the growth and success of your business.
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(GOF), E2 and Global Warranty (GW), in conjunction with a dedicated customer service team, intuitive ability to
continually update our technology systems and a strong commitment to excellence, give us and our users the competitive
advantage in the marketplace.
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